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Part I: Measure Information
Bill Request #:
Bill #:

1300

SB 75 HCS 1
5706

Document ID #:
Bill Subject/Title:

Sponsor:

AN ACT relating to off-highway vehicles and making an appropriation
therefor.

Senator Phillip Wheeler

Unit of Government:

Office(s) Impacted:
Requirement:
Effect on
Powers & Duties:

X

City

X County

X

Charter County

X Consolidated Local

X Urban-County
Unified Local
X Government

All local governments that govern county roadways. County Clerks
Mandatory

X

X

Optional

Modifies Existing

X

Adds New

Eliminates Existing

Part II: Bill Provisions and the Estimated Fiscal Impact Relating to Local
Government
This bill adds a definition for “off-highway vehicles” or “OHV” to KRS 186.010. An OHV
means a motorized vehicle that is designed to be primarily used for recreational purposes
and is equipped with 4 to 6 tires, has a maximum speed greater than 35 miles per hour, and
is equipped with a steering wheel, brakes, headlights, turn signals, a roll bar, seat belts, a
working muffler and spark arrestor. Mini trucks shall also be considered an OHV under
this legislation.
Section 2 amends KRS 186.050 establishing registration requirements for OHVs.
Kentucky residents will pay a registration fee in accordance with KRS 186.050 (3)(a), of
$11.50. Nonresidents will pay a $30 registration fee, of which the clerk shall retain $5.
Sections 3 and 4 create new sections under KRS Chapter 189 that allows the operation of
an OHV on designated state public roadways and any county roadway where local
government has specifically approved OHV use. “Off-highway vehicles” may not be
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operated on fully controlled access highways. Operators of OHVs on public roadways
must be at least 18 years of age and possess a valid operator’s license.
An OHV operating on a public roadway must be titled and registered, pass inspection
performed by a certified inspector, be insured in accordance with limits specified in KRS
304.39-110(3) with proof of insurance kept in the vehicle at all times, and comply with all
traffic laws. All occupants of an OHV without a windshield must wear eye protection.
Nonresident owners of an OHV shall be exempt from registration if the OHV is registered
in a state, that requires the OHV be insured and offers reciprocity to Kentucky registered
OHVs for a limited time. A nonresident from a state that does not require OHV
registrations or does not offer reciprocity, may apply for a six month temporary registration
permit.
Section 5 amends KRS 189.517 to conform.
Section 6 amends KRS 189.990 to conform and makes violation of this legislation a Class
B misdemeanor.
Section 7 amends KRS 304.39-110 to conform.
The fiscal impact to county clerks is not able to be determined. The impact is expected
to be positive but minimal.
Upon passage of this measure, there will be an increase in the number of OHVs that get
registered in the Commonwealth. Any newly registered OHV will now be subject to an
annual property tax motor vehicle assessment. This will increase state and local revenue
and county clerks will be able to retain four percent of the collected amount. “Off-highway
vehicles” not operated on public roadways are not required to be registered.
According to the Kentucky Department of Revenue, registered OHVs would be exempt
from sales and use tax but would now be subject to the six percent motor vehicle usage tax.
County clerks would retain three percent of collected tax.
Since current law does not require an owner to register an OHV, and not all OHVs will be
required to be registered under the proposed legislation, there is no way to estimate the
number of new registrations or additional revenues.
For local governments, it is expected that any financial impact would be minimal to
none.
Local governments that choose to create ordinances approving the operation of OHVs will
incur costs associated with the drafting, publication, indexing and recording of adopted
ordinances, and at least every five years, review and eliminate redundant, obsolete,
inconsistent, and invalid provisions.
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According to Kentucky League of Cities, most cities, especially the smaller ones, retain
their city attorney on contract and pay on an hourly basis. Time spent drafting an ordinance
is influenced by its complexity and the amount of research that is necessary. In FY 2019,
the median hourly rate was approximately $100. Rates for legal notices vary greatly
depending on the length of the publication, the number of times it needs to be published
and the newspaper in which the publication is placed. Therefore, these costs are unknown.
Class B misdemeanors:
A person convicted of a Class B misdemeanor may be incarcerated for up to 90 days.
Misdemeanants are housed in one of Kentucky’s 77 full service jails or three life safety
jails. While the expense of housing inmates varies by jail, this estimated impact will be
based on $31.34 per day, which equals the per diem and medical expenses that the
Department of Corrections pays jails to house felony offenders. While the majority of
misdemeanor defendants are granted bail, those who do not will also cost local jails an
average of $31.34 per day.
The overall expected fiscal impact is indeterminable, but is expected to be minimal.
Part III: Differences to Local Government Mandate Statement from Prior Versions
The fiscal impact statement to SB 75 HCS 1 remains the same as the original local mandate
for SB 75.
HCS 1 requires that local governments proactively approve the use of OHV on specified
county roadways. Previously, local governments had to prohibit OHV use on certain
county roadways they deemed the operation of an OHV on to be unsafe.
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